Defining the "Metastasome": Perspectives from the genome and molecular landscape in colorectal cancer for metastasis evolution and clinical consequences.
Metastasis still poses the highest challenge for personalized therapy in cancer, partly due to a still incomplete understanding of its molecular evolution. We recently presented the most comprehensive whole-genome study of colorectal metastasis vs. matched primary tumors and suggested novel components of disease progression and metastasis evolution, some of them potentially relevant for targeted therapy. In this review, we try to put these findings into perspective with latest discoveries of colleagues and recent literature, and propose a systematic international team effort to collectively define the "metastasome", a term we introduce to summarize all genomic, epigenomic, transcriptomic, further -omic, molecular and functional characteristics rendering metastases different from primary tumors. Based on recent discoveries, we propose a revised metastasis model for colorectal cancer which is based on a common ancestor clone, early dissemination but flexible early or late stage clonal separation paralleling stromal interactions. Furthermore, we discuss hypotheses on site-specific metastasis, colorectal cancer progression, metastasis-targeted diagnosis and therapy, and metastasis prevention based on latest metastasome data.